Efficacy and safety of rituximab in systemic sclerosis: French retrospective study and literature review.
To describe safety and efficacy of rituximab in patients with systemic sclerosis. We included 13 patients with systemic sclerosis treated with rituximab and pooled with 40 additional patients from the literature. SSc rituximab untreated patients were matched to rituximab treated ones. Thirteen patients who received rituximab and 26 rituximab-untreated patients were included. In comparison to 26 patients who did not received rituximab, FVC changes were not significantly different, whereas DLCO improved in 13 patients who received rituximab (0 [-4; 4] vs loss of -7 [-19; 0]; p=0.05). Considering 7 rituximab treated and 14 untreated diffuse SSc, FVC was improved during the 24 [12; 46] months of follow up in dSSc who received rituximab (gain of 12 [7.5:14] % vs loss of 1.5 [-16.8; 2.5], (p=0.003)). Pooled analysis of 53 patients (40 literature patients and 13 from personal series) showed significant improvement of median mRSS from 18 [8; 32] at baseline to 9 [4; 18] at M6 (p=0.007), 13 [8; 18] at M12 (p=0.008) and 10 [4; 16] at the last follow-up (p=0.0002). FVC increased from 71% [66; 80] at baseline to 84% [75; 90] at M12 (p=0.001). DLCO increased from 58% [39; 65] at M0 to 63% [53; 78] at M12 (p=0.04). Our personal data and pooled literature analysis suggest the efficacy of rituximab in the subset of diffuse SSc in particular in skin and interstitial disease involvements. The safety of rituximab seems to be reasonable and similar to previous data in other autoimmune diseases.